COURSE DESCRIPTION

This program provides a framework to evaluate natural sawn thin stone veneers and installation methods. Gaining in recognition and application, natural sawn thin stone veneer is rapidly becoming a leading choice for stone exteriors. The benefits of natural sawn thin stone far out weight the benefits of other veneer products due to ease of use, impact on the environment & longevity. Learn how to enhance your designs while creating long lasting value. And review several relevant installation methods.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After participating in this hour’s workshop you will understand the product, installation and use of adhered thin stone veneer. You will be able to:

1. Effectively analyze and compare different stone veneer options such as natural sawn thin stone with full bed building stone and manufactured stone. The product attributes are compared and evaluated relative to sustainability, predictability, ease of use, and longevity to name a few.

2. Describe the process to create natural sawn thin stone veneer and elaborate on the impact to the environment from quarrying to installation. Realize the impact in timing, reliability and realistic expectations that the quality control system has on a project.

3. Understand the basic product specifications with regards to sizing, packaging, estimating quantities, color control, and shapes.

4. Discuss six application methods and general installation steps to include water management and installation below grade.

Contact Natural Facing or your local Dealer to schedule

NATURAL FACING COORDINATOR
Jennifer@NaturalFacing.com / 410-984-9855

Expand your options for using real stone with thin stone veneer from Natural Facing.
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NATURALFACING.COM